Sponsoring the BUS-eum is rewarding and mutually beneficial. There are different levels of sponsorship:

- **BASIC-LEVEL** sponsors invest $111 or more to the overall costs of operating the BUS-eum; they also are invited to sign (with indelible pens) the “sponsorship” panel hanging on the curbside of the bus.
- **MEDIUM-LEVEL** sponsors invest $333 or more; they may adhere a small logo (sans web address) to both sponsorship panels, plus will be included on our website’s sponsors list (sans logo or web address).
- **HIGH-LEVEL** sponsors invest $666 or more; they may adhere a mid-sized logo (sans web address) to both sponsors panels, plus will be included on our on-line sponsorship list (with a logo or web address).
- **EXTRA-LEVEL** sponsors invest $1,111 or more; they may adhere a large logo (with a web address) to both sponsors panels, plus will be included on our on-line sponsors list (with a logo or web address).
- **SUPER-LEVEL** sponsors invest $2,222 or more; they may adhere a stand-alone logo (with a web address) to the sponsors panels, plus will be included on our on-line sponsors list (with a logo or web address).

To inquire about or confirm sponsoring the overall BUS-eum, contact MichaelLuickThrams@gmail.com